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In The Cattle Markets 
Katelyn McCullock, Economist 

American Farm Bureau Federation 

Restaurant Performance Index Falls 
The latest data, released June 1, 2017, reflects a steep drop—1.5 percent-- from March to 
April in the Restaurant Performance Index. The RPI is a monthly composite of the health of 
the U.S. restaurant industry and is measured in values relative to 100.  Values exceeding 100 
indicate the industry is expanding, while values below 100 indicate contraction.  April 
currently stands at 100.3, just barely over the 100 mark.  The National Restaurant Association 
cites a net decline in customer traffic and same-store sales, as well as a decline in optimism 
over the economy, compared to the March survey. Figure 1 shows the RPI 2003 to April 
2017. 

Using different industry indicators, the RPI can be divided into current situation or 
expectations. The current situation part of the index uses four industry indicators: same-store 
sales, traffic, labor and capital expenditures.  This too dipped below the previous month, 
down 2.3 percent from March to 99.1.  The current situation would indicate restaurants are 
currently in a contraction-oriented phase.   

The expectation piece of this index remains expansionary--with the expectation index still 
over 100, at 101.5—although it is down 0.7 percent since March.  The expectation index 
looks at four indicators as well but over the next six months.  It takes into account restaurant 
operators’ outlook on same-store sales, employees, capital expenditures and business 
conditions.  Although the index is still over 100, NRA noted April is the lowest expectation 
index in the last six months. 

An expansionary outlook on the economy bodes well for livestock producers and should 
provide a boost to demand to help lessen the negative effects of the large production numbers 
that are expected in beef, pork and chicken.  However, the decline in the index relative to the 
first three months of the year in expectations is a bit worrisome and could spell trouble later in 
the year.  For now though, the outlook remains positive. Another boost to the domestic 
demand picture is the growing interest in new cuts of meat, which NRA named as the top new 
food trend in 2017.  Vegetarian and vegan dishes were listed as cooling trends.  These trendy 
changes will certainly add to domestic consumption as we see more meat dishes featured 
throughout the restaurant complex. 

The Markets 
Choice-Select spread continued to grow this week, up 4% from last week and reaching $27.18 
per hundredweight.  Feeders were mostly higher this week adding larger gains to the 7-800 
pound categories.  The 5-area fed cattle markets added 4% to last week and remain 5% above 
a year ago. 

http://www.restaurant.org/Downloads/PDFs/News-Research/index/RPI-Apr2017.pdf
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  Week of Week of Week of 
Data Source: USDA‐AMS Market News  6/2/17 5/26/17 6/3/16 

5-Area Fed 
Steer 

all grades, live weight, $/cwt $136.27  $131.50  $129.29  

all grades, dressed weight, $/cwt $216.00  $208.61  $205.66  

Boxed Beef 
Choice Price, 600-900 lb., $/cwt $245.44  $246.28  $222.40  

Choice-Select Spread, $/cwt $27.18  $26.08  $21.82  

700-800 lb. 
Feeder Steer  

Montana 3-market, $/cwt $156.34  $161.96  -- 

Nebraska 7-market, $/cwt $167.12  $160.79  $161.20  

Oklahoma 8-market, $/cwt $154.53  $148.15  $149.53  

500-600 lb. 
Feeder Steer  

Montana 3-market, $/cwt $178.00  $179.08  -- 

Nebraska 7-market, $/cwt $187.72  $184.72  $179.71  

Oklahoma 8-market, $/cwt $171.13  $167.43  $165.54  

Feed Grains 
Corn, Omaha, NE, $/bu (Thursday) $3.44  $3.43  $3.90  

DDGS, Nebraska, $/ton $101.50  $103.50  $144.00  

 


